
CH 12.1: Gravity

Objective:  Students will be able to explain gravity 
and how it relates to free fall and projectile 
motion.

● Explain that gravitational force becomes stronger as the 
masses increase and rapidly becomes weaker as the 
distance between the masses increases.

● Evaluate the concept that free-fall acceleration near the 
Earth's surface is independent of the mass of the falling 
object.

● Demonstrate mathematically how free-fall acceleration 
relates to weight.

● Describe orbital motion as a combination of two motions.



Gravity Videos 

https://www.khanacademy.org/science/physics/c
entripetal-force-and-gravitation/gravity-
newtonian/v/introduction-to-gravity



Law of Universal Gravitation
● Gravity: the force that objects exert on each 

other b/c of their masses  
● The force of gravity in two parts:

● Gravitational force increases as mass increases

● When the mass is large it has a greater 
gravitational force

● Example:  an elephant and a cat; elephant has a 
larger mass so therefore has a larger gravitational 
force towards the Earth

● Gravitational force decreases as distance 
increases

● If the distance doubles than the gravitational force 
is reduced by one-fourth the original value



Universal Gravitation Equation

F = G (m1m2)

d2

Where G is the gravitational constant

m1 and m2 are the masses of the 
objects

d is the distance between the 
objects



Free-fall and weight

Which would hit the ground first if both dropped from the top of the 
school, a feather or a textbook?

Acceleration caused by gravity

Gravity near Earth’s surface causes falling objects to accelerate at 
9.8 m/s2

This acceleration towards Earth is the same for all objects no 
matter what their mass is



F = m a

Weight is a force of gravity acting on an object

W = m a (Fg= m*a or Fg=m*g) 

W = m x 9.8 m/s2



Air Resistance

All objects, regardless of mass, acceleration due to gravity is 9.8 
m/s2

Anything that moves in the Earth’s atmosphere is affected by air 
resistance.

Air resistance:  the force air exerts on a moving object

Amount of air resistance depends on: 

Speed of object 

Size of object

Shape of object

Increase air resistance when 

increase surface area



Terminal Velocity

Terminal velocity:  the highest velocity that will be reached by a 
falling object

Terminal velocity is reached when forces acting on an object are 
balanced

When an object reaches terminal velocity the objects are no longer 
accelerating



Weightlessness
• The force on an object due to gravity

• Weight = mass x free-fall acceleration

• W = mg

• To be truly weightless no gravity acts on 
object

• Astronauts do feel gravity from Earth

• Astronauts and surroundings accelerate 
towards Earth at same rate so the floor 
does not push up against astronaut – feel 
apparent weightlessness



Free Fall and Orbiting Motion

• To orbit means that the object is traveling in a circular or nearly 
circular path around another object

• Vertical motion is caused by the pull of gravity

• Horizontal motion is caused by momentum of object

• Together these two motions cause a circular path around 
the object



Orbiting Objects 

• In order to send object into orbit must travel at 
least 8000m/s 

• Earth’s curve- for every 8000m/s you travel 
Earth curves downward about 5m. 

• If travel the at 8000m/s object falls at same 
rate as Earth curves so never hits the ground. 

• Faster object can reach higher obit than 
slower speed (higher orbit =weaker gravity) 

• 11,000m/s too fast for orbit � escape velocity 
( would orbit sun) 



Projectile Motion

What is a projectile?

An object that is thrown, launched, or otherwise projected near the 
surface of the Earth

• Projectiles follow a curved path because of gravitational pull 

• Projectiles have both horizontal and vertical velocities


